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Abstract—With the prevalence of mobile computing, lots of
wireless devices need to establish secure communication on the
fly without pre-shared secrets. Device pairing is critical for
bootstrapping secure communication between two previously
unassociated devices over the wireless channel. Using auxiliary
out-of-band channels involving visual, acoustic, tactile or vibra-
tional sensors has been proposed as a feasible option to facilitate
device pairing. However, these methods usually require users
to perform additional tasks such as copying, comparing, and
shaking. It is preferable to have a natural and intuitive pairing
method with minimal user tasks.

In this paper, we introduce a new method, called MagPairing,
for pairing smartphones in close proximity by exploiting corre-
lated magnetometer readings. In MagPairing, users only need to
naturally tap the smartphones together for a few seconds without
performing any additional operations in authentication and key
establishment. Our method exploits the fact that smartphones
are equipped with tiny magnets. Highly correlated magnetic
field patterns are produced when two smartphones are close to
each other. We design MagPairing protocol and implement it
on Android smartphones. We conduct extensive simulation and
experiments to evaluate MagPairing. Experimental results show
that MagPairing can successfully pair two smartphones with 4.5
seconds on average. It is immune to man-in-the-middle attack
even when the attacker is a few centimeters away from the pairing
devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Smartphones have become increasingly popular in recent
years, leading to many new applications such as file swap-
ping, music sharing, and collaborative gaming, where nearby
users engage in spontaneous wireless data communications
using Bluetooth or WiFi interfaces. Such device-to-device
connectivity is also required to develop plug-and-play solu-
tions to mobile healthcare industry where multiple wireless
body sensors collect vital feeds from human body. It enables
continuous user monitoring in home, hospital and outdoor
scenarios for ubiquitous health monitoring and emergency
medical response.

An important security issue during bootstrap phase is to
securely associate two devices and generate shared secret
keys to protect the subsequent wireless communications, often
without any prior context. Such “device pairing” or “first
connect” is critical for bootstrapping secure communication
between two previously unassociated devices over the wireless
channel.

Using auxiliary out-of-band (OOB) channels to facilitate
device pairing has been studied as a feasible option involving
visual [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], acoustic [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], tactile [12] or
vibrational sensors [13, 14]. However, these methods are not
optimized in terms of usability, which is considered of utmost
importance in pairing scheme based on OOB channels [1, 15,

16, 17], and require users to perform additional tasks such
as copying, comparing and shaking. It is preferable to have
a natural and intuitive pairing method designed with minimal
user tasks.

In this work, we focus on device pairing using magnetome-
ter sensors in the smartphones and develop an intuitive scheme,
called MagPairing, which pairs two smartphones when they
are tapped together. We prefer the use of magnetometer sensors
over audio and visual schemes [1, 7] because this involves
minimal user intervention and achieves better usability. Device
pairing using accelerometer sensors [13, 14] involves asking
user to perform some typical task such as shaking the phones
which is less intuitive than simply tapping the devices.

In MagPairing, users only need to naturally tap the smart
phones together for a few seconds without performing any
additional operations in authentication and key establishment.
The embedded magnetometer sensor in smartphones provides
a measure of magnetic field along X, Y, and Z directions
[18, 19]. Our method exploits the fact that smartphones are
equipped with tiny magnets themselves. When two smart-
phones are tapped together, their magnetometers are reading
the magnetic fields at almost the same point, yielding highly
correlated sensor data of magnetic field patterns. The sensor
data are used to authenticate early established DH-key to
prevent man-in-the-middle attacks.

In MagPairing, we tackle the challenge that sensor data
collected by distributed smartphones are not synchronized and
spatial aligned. Moreover, we consider the problem that user
may wag and rotate unconsciously when holding smartphones.
We implemented MagPairing on Google Nexus 5 smartphones
running Android. Experiments show that MagPairing achieves
a high successful pairing rate with short paring time around
4.5 seconds on average.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

1) We design a protocol to achieve secure smartphone
device paring by using the correlated readings on re-
spective magnetometers.

2) We conduct extensive simulations to evaluate our
method.

3) We implement the protocol on Android smartphones
and conduct experiments to evaluate and validate our
proposed method.

Although MagPairing is validated on smartphones, it can
be applied to facilitate the pairing of other wireless devices
which are equipped with magnetometers, such as generic body
sensors and wearable computing devices [20, 17], providing a
method for intuitive secure device pairing.



II. RELATED WORK

One prominent research direction for device pairing is the
use of auxiliary – also referred to as “out-of-band” (OOB)
channels, which are both perceivable and manageable by
the users who own and operate the devices. Existing option
involves 1) visual, 2) acoustic, 3) tactile or 4) vibrational
sensors.
A. Visual Channel

In some early approaches [2, 3, 4], OOB data are encoded
into images and the users are asked to compare them on
two devices. In a more recent approach [5], “Seeing-is-
Believing” (SiB), one device encodes the public key into a
two-dimensional bar code and displays it on its screen, and
the other device “reads it” using a photo camera, operated by
the user. Another approach [6], similar to SiB, requires that
LED-equipped device transmits OOB data via the blinking.
However, overall, image comparison is considered obtrusive
and requires the user’s attention.
B. Acoustic Channel

In [8], audio channel is used to represent the information
exchanged over the main wireless channel. There are two
variants: “Display–Speaker” and “Speaker–Speaker”, where
the user compares the displayed sentence with its vocalized
counterpart and two vocalized sentences, respectively. Follow-
on works [9, 10] consider that pairing devices have no common
wireless channel at pairing time. They use pure audio to
transmit cryptographic protocol messages and requires the
user to merely monitor device interaction for any extraneous
interference. A pairing method based on synchronized audio-
visual patterns [11] are further developed. The proposed meth-
ods, “Blink–Blink”, “Beep–Beep” and “Beep–Blink”, involve
users comparing very simple audiovisual patterns, e.g., in the
form of “beeping” and “blinking”, transmitted as simultaneous
streams, forming two synchronized channels. Similar to the
use of visual signal, acoustic signal is considered noisy and
requires the user’s attention. Moreover, it is not preferable in
a crowded environment.
C. Tactile Channel

Another approach [12], “Button-Enabled Device Authenti-
cation (BEDA)”, suggests pairing devices with the help of user
button presses, thus utilizing the tactile OOB channel. This
method has several variants: “LED–Button”, “Beep–Button”,
“Vibration–Button”, and “Button–Button”. In the first two
variants, the sending device blinks its LED (or vibrates or
beeps) and the user presses a button on the receiving device.
In the Button–Button variant, the user simultaneously presses
buttons on both devices. However, the button press itself
requires human intervention.
D. Vibration Channel

“Smart-Its-Friends” [13] and “Shake-Well-Before-Use” [14]
exploit common movement pattern to communicate a shared
secret to both devices as they are shaken together by the
user. The user need to hold the devices together and perform
shaking for around 5 seconds. However, their work need an
additional action “shaking” comparing with MagPairing.

A usability analysis of the existing popular device pairing
schemes are presented in [15]. It reports that many of the
existing schemes have a large computational time and high
fatal error rate, and are perceived difficultly by the end-user.

Another comprehensive study on usability of secure device
pairing schemes [21] advocates the user of limited visual in-
formation over methods that require comparing more extensive
information. Results from another usability study [16] show
that simple number comparison is quite attractive overall, be-
ing both fast and secure as well as readily acceptable by users
over blinking, audio, visual, phrase comparison approaches.
It takes an average time of 8.6 seconds but requires human
intervention.

As a conclusion, existing works on pairing are still not
optimized in terms of usability. Thus, in this paper, aiming at
an intuitive, fast, secure, and user-friendly device pairing, we
propose MagPairing, which achieves high successful pairing
rate with short pairing time and is immune to the man-in-the-
middle attack.

III. OVERVIEW OF MAGPAIRING

In this paper, we consider the scenario where two smart-
phones, Alice and Bob, want to bootstrap a secure communi-
cation by generating a shared secret key between themselves
over a wireless channel without any pre-shared secret. The
two smartphones are both equipped with magnetometers and
wireless interfaces (i.e., WiFi).

Attacker model: We assume a powerful active attacker.
The attacker can intercept all messages sent by Alice and
Bob and inject arbitrary messages over its wireless interface.
It can make independent connections with the victims and
relays messages between them, making them believe that they
are talking directly to each other over a private connection,
while in fact the entire conversation is controlled by the
attacker. Such an attacker is generally known as man-in-
the-middle (MITM) attacker. The attacker may have more
powerful computational ability than the smartphones and can
conduct sophisticated signal processing. The attacker is also
equipped with magnetometers. It can be close to Alice and
Bob, but cannot be at the same points as Alice and Bob due
to the physical constraints.

Fig. 1 shows the work flow of MagPairing. After triggering,
two devices are tapped together and initialize a standard
Diffie-Hellman (DH) key agreement protocol. During DH
key exchange, the two devices records their magnetometer
readings simultaneously. Because the generated DH key is
susceptible to MITM attack, after DH key exchange completes,
the devices need to verify that their keys are equivalent. They
encrypt and exchange their magnetometer readings via an
interlock protocol, which guarantees no disclosure of sensor
data during transmission. Afterwards, sensor data are de-
crypted, and mutual authentications are executed locally on the
respective devices by comparing the similarity of the sensor
data collected separately. If the similarity check is passed, the
early generated DH key will be used for consecutive secure
communication. On the other hand, the attacker is unable to
sense or fabricate a correlated sensor data, thus would not be
able to pass the similarity check and would be detected if it
ever launched a MITM attack.

Note that raw sensor data are not directly suitable for
similarity check, because they are collected by different smart-
phones and are not synchronized and spatially aligned. More-
over, users may wag and rotate unconsciously when holding
smartphones. Thus, a series of sensor data pre-processing
must be conducted before the similarity check. We introduce
sensor data pre-processing in detail in section IV. We introduce



Fig. 1. Architecture of MagPairing protocol

triggering, DH key agreement, interlock schemes as well as
the whole MagPairing protocol in Section V.

IV. SENSOR DATA PRE-PROCESSING

According to the superposition principle, the net magnetic
field is simply the vector sum of all contributing fields. When
two smartphones are tapped together, their magnetometers are
reading the magnetic fields at almost the same point, which
can be approximated as

Bnet = BEarth +B1 +B2 (1)

where BEarth is the Earth’s magnetic field. B1 and B2 are the
magnetic fields produced by Alice and Bob’s inside magnets.

Conceptually, Bnet can be sampled to time series by
Alice and Bob respectively as their shared information for
authentication. However, Bnet is the net magnetic field vector
with respect to the Earth’s coordinates. The magnetometers’
readings, BAlice and BBob, are under Alice and Bob’s own
coordinates (as shown in Fig. 2).

BAlice ≈ TEarth→AliceBnet

BBob ≈ TEarth→BobBnet
(2)

where TEarth→Alice and TEarth→Bob are transformation
matrices from the Earth’s coordinates to Alice and Bob’s
coordinates, respectively.

Four pre-processing tasks executed as consecutive steps are
used to sample and align the sensor data so that correlation
can build on normalized time series. 1) sensor data acquisition
(output BAlice, BBob), 2) synchronization (output Ba

Alice,
Ba

Bob), 3) spatial alignment (output Bb
Alice, Bb

Bob), 4) mean
value removal (output Bc

Alice, Bc
Bob),

A. Sensor data acquisition
In this step, magnetic field data Bnet is sampled by Alice

and Bob, yielding BAlice(i) and BBob(i), respectively. Sensor
data acquisition is conceptually straightforward, but requires
careful implementation. Magnetometer readings are assumed
to be available in the form of time series of magnetic fields in
all three directions, sampled at equidistant time steps. These
must be taken locally and not be communicated wirelessly
– for security purposes, it is critical not to leak any of this

Fig. 2. Magnetic field under the coordinates of Alice and Bob

raw data, which can be difficult considering the possibility of
powerful side-channel attacks. Our practical experience shows
a sample rate of 50 Hz to be appropriate.

B. Sensor data synchronization
As the two devices sample magnetic field time series

independently, we require sensor data synchronization for
comparison. We assume that Alice and Bob are equipped
with similar clocks so that the difference in sampling rate is
insignificant. However, they may start the sampling at different
time. Therefore, we need to synchronize the starting points for
time series comparison.

Suppose Alice and Bob sample the magnetic field respec-
tively to get NA and NB sample points at each direction,
yielding

BAlice = [Bx
Alice

T , By
Alice

T
, Bz

Alice
T ]T

BBob = [Bx
Bob

T , By
Bob

T
, Bz

Bob
T ]T

(3)

where

B
x(y,z)
Alice = [B

x(y,z)
Alice (1), B

x(y,z)
Alice (2), · · · , Bx(y,z)

Alice (NA)] (4)

B
x(y,z)
Bob = [B

x(y,z)
Bob (1), B

x(y,z)
Bob (2), · · · , Bx(y,z)

Bob (NB)] (5)

where Bx
Alice(i), B

y
Alice(i), B

z
Alice(i) represent the ith sample

points at X, Y, and Z directions respectively measured by
Alice. Bx

Bob(i), B
y
Bob(i), B

z
Bob(i) represent the sample points

measured by Bob.
We then calculate the average cross correlation between

BAlice and BBob

C(n) =
|Cx(n)|+ |Cy(n)|+ |Cz(n)|

σx
Aliceσ

x
Bob + σy

Aliceσ
y
Bob + σz

Aliceσ
z
Bob

(6)

where Cx(n), Cy(n) and Cz(n) are the cross correlations at
X, Y and Z directions by shifting Alice’s readings to the left
by n, respectively, defined as

Cx(y,z)(n) =
1

Ns − n

Ns−n∑
i=1

(B
x(y,z)
Alice (i+ n)− µx(y,z)

Alice )

(B
x(y,z)
Bob (i)− µx(y,z)

Bob )

(7)

where

µ
x(y,z)
Alice = 1/NA

NA∑
i=1

[B
x(y,z)
Alice (i)]

σ
x(y,z)
Alice

2
= 1/NA

NA∑
i=1

[B
x(y,z)
Alice (i)− µx(y,z)

Alice ]
2

(8)



Fig. 3. Two smart phones are face to face tapped

where NS = Min(NA, NB). µAlice = [µx
Alice, µ

y
Alice, µ

z
Alice]

is the three directional mean magnetic field measured by Alice.
σAlice = [σx

Alice, σ
y
Alice, σ

z
Alice] is the standard deviation.

Accordingly, µBob and σBob are the mean and standard
deviation of magnetic field measured by Bob.

When tapping two smart phones together as illustrated in
Fig. 3, the relative coordinate relationship of Alice and Bob is
“face to face”. That is, if BAlice and BBob are synchronized:

Bx
Alice(i) ≈ Bx

Bob(i)

By
Alice(i) ≈ B

y
Bob(i)

Bz
Alice(i) ≈ −Bz

Bob(i)

(9)

It can be derived by substituting (9) into (6) that

C(n) ≤ C(0) ≈ 1 (10)

When there is a synchronization offset n0 between Alice
and Bob, we can get a similar equation

C(n) ≤ C(n0) ≈ 1 (11)

Thus in implementation, we can take a peak search on C(n)
to get the synchronization offset n0. We compensate the offset
to get synchronized data Ba

Alice and Ba
Bob.

It must be pointed out that C(n) is used for the purpose of
synchronization, which is not a qualified correlation for the
authentication of the shared key. In practice, Alice and Bob
may not have an ideal face to face coordinate relationship as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Deviations come from the differences of
the smart phones’ manufacturing, so that two devices may have
heterogeneous internal coordinates. Moreover, users can hardly
tap two smartphones exactly face to face. Fig. 2 illustrates
practical coordinate relationship. To achieve higher correlation
coefficient, spatial alignment is further required to match Alice
and Bob’s coordinates.

C. Spatial alignment
After two smartphones are tapped together, their relative

coordinate relationship is fixed, which can be written as

TAlice→Bob ×Ba
Alice = Ba

Bob (12)

where TAlice→Bob = [TEarth→Alice]
−1 × TEarth→Bob is

the coordinate transformation matrix between Alice and Bob,
representing the spatial misalignment.

The least squares estimation of TAlice→Bob is

T̂Alice→Bob = Ba
Bob × pinv(Ba

Alice) (13)

where pinv(BAlice) is the Generalized inverse matrix of
BAlice.

We compensate TAlice→Bob to get the spatial aligned sensor
data Bb

Alice and Bb
Bob.

D. Mean value removal
Final correlation should be performed on the randomness

of the sensor data after removing the mean value µAlice,
µBob, otherwise a Reply attacker can keep the magnetometer
readings in the first attempt, and replay the readings in the
second attempt.

A problem is that users prone to wag and rotate uncon-
sciously when holding smartphones, which makes the mean
value of the sensor data a time varying parameter µAlice(t),
µBob(t). To deal with the problem, we take short term average
on Bb

Alice and Bb
Bob to follow the change of the mean value.

µ
x(y,z)
Alice (m) =

1

Nw

m+(Nw−1)/2∑
m−(Nw−1)/2

B
x(y,z)
Alice (i)

µ
x(y,z)
Bob (m) =

1

Nw

m+(Nw−1)/2∑
m−(Nw−1)/2

B
x(y,z)
Bob (i)

(14)

We remove the impact of mean value to get calibrated sensor
data Bc

Alice and Bc
Bob.

Bc
Alice = Bb

Alice − µAlice

Bc
Bob = Bb

Bob − µBob

(15)

E. Sensor data reshaping
In our case, the magnetometer readings are three dimen-

sional time series with arbitrary length – 3×N matrices (we
call them Matrix format). They must be reshaped to 1 × 3N
strings to perform the correlation (we call them String format).
In addition, our encryption and decryption are based on block
ciphers. Messages must fit in the size of the cipher block length
(we call them Block format).

Fig. 4 illustrates the sensor data reshaping scheme in
MagPairing. To transform Matrix format to String format,
we simply align their row vectors together, and an opposite
operation is used for inverse transformation.

Bstr
Alice = [Bx

Alice, By
Alice, Bz

Alice]

Bstr
Bob = [Bx

Bob, By
Bob, Bz

Bob]
(16)

To transform String format to Block format, we truncate the
string to several blocks and add zeros at the end of the string
to fit in the final block, and an opposite operation is used for
inverse transformation.

In the rest of this paper, we will omit data format trans-
formation process and assume that the sensor data are always
transformed to correct format before processing.

F. Correlation
The correlation is performed on pre-processed sensor data

Bc
Alice, Bc

Bob of String format, which can be written as

r =
Bc

AliceB
c
Bob

T√
Bc

AliceB
c
Alice

TBc
BobB

c
Bob

T
(17)

Two devices that are tapped together will experience similar,
but not exactly the same magnetic field patterns due to their
spatial separation, manufacturing differences and the impact
of noise. According to our experiment, r is around 0.7, We
set the threshold r0 = 0.5 to judge whether Bc

Alice and Bc
Bob

are correlated.



Fig. 4. Sensor data reshaping method in MagPairing

V. KEY ESTABLISHMENT AND AUTHENTICATION
PROTOCOL

In this section, we describe the detail of MagPairing pro-
tocol, which includes pairing process triggering, DH key ex-
change, and interlock protocol used for mutual authentication.

A. Pairing process triggering
Triggering can be direct user input, e.g. pressing an “authen-

ticate now” button on both devices within a short time frame,
or implicit, simply by starting to tap both devices together. We
prefer the second protocol due to its ease of use.

As two smartphones approach, Alice’s magnetometer read-
ings BAlice(t) change abruptly due to the proximity of Bob.
The same thing also happens to Bob. We use this abrupt
magnetometer reading change as the signal of the start of
device pairing. Note that there are other situations which
will also cause the changes of magnetometer readings on
smartphone: 1) the user shakes or rotates the smartphone. This
will cause the change of the relative coordinate relationship
between the Earth and the smartphone. The magnetic field
vector in free space is always aligned to the Earth’s magnetic
line. As a result, the magnetometer readings on the smartphone
at two individual directions (or all three directions) change
abruptly. 2) a magnet or magnetic substance is coming close
to the smartphone.

The triggering process must be carefully designed to have
small false alarm probability, otherwise the battery of smart-
phone will be drained quickly. The problem of verifying that
two devices are tapping together becomes a classification prob-
lem. To separate from the first situation, we use the amplitude
change of the magnetometer readings (BAlice = |BAlice|,
BBob = |BBob|, |B| =

√
B2

x +B2
y +B2

z as triggering
indicator. We ignore the magnetometer reading changes at
individual directions, which will not lead to the amplitude
changes. To separate from the second situation, first we set
up a triggering interval [Blow, Bhigh] which matches the
magnetic field strength of tapped smartphones to reduce the
probability of false alarm. If the magnetometer’s amplitude
change falls into the interval BAlice ∈ [Blow, Bhigh], the
smartphone will try to contact to the respective device by
sending a request. The pairing process will be terminated if no
reply is received within τ seconds (e.g. 3 seconds). After this
termination, the pairing process will not be restarted unless a
pre-defined minimum time interval tinv is passed or the pairing
process is restarted manually by the user.

B. Diffie-Hellman and interlock
In order to establish an identical key, we create a crypto-

graphically secure secret key via a standard Diffie-Hellman
(DH) key agreement. Because DH is susceptible to MITM
attack, it should be verified that their keys are equivalent.

Fig. 5. Flow chart of interlock

We then authenticate the key using the correlated strings as
illustrated in Fig. 1.

To achieve the goal of authentication, both strings need to
be available completely to both devices. Therefore, the mag-
netometers’ readings, BAlice and BBob must be exchanged
during the interactive protocol – in a way that does not reveal
them to an attacker.

This sensor data exchange is done with an interlock protocol
[22, 14]. Interlock is an efficient (in terms of message length)
method to verify that two parties share the same key. The
strength of the protocol lies in the fact that half of an encrypted
message cannot be decrypted. Thus, if Eve begins her attack
and intercepts Bob and Alice’s keys, Eve will be unable to
decrypt Alice’s half-message (encrypted using her key) and
re-encrypt it using Bob’s key. Subsequently, Eve who try to
separately generate independent keys with Alice and Bob will
be exposed (shown in Fig. 5).

C. MagPairing Protocol
For the formal descriptions of our protocol, we use the

following notation: c = E(K,m) describes the encryption
of plain text m under key K with a symmetric cipher,
and m = D(K, c) is the corresponding decryption. H(m)
represents the hashing of message m with some secure hash
function, and m|n is the concatenation of strings m and n.
The notation M[a : b] is used to describe the substring of a
message M starting at bit a and ending at bit b. The symbol
⊕ describes bit-wise XOR. We use AES with 128-bit key size
as a block cipher for E() and D().

Fig. 6 shows our authentication protocol. Using DH key
agreement, Alice and Bob generate two shared keys KA, KB

and KSess
A , KSess

B , where it is impossible to infer one from
the other (under the assumption that the hash function does
not allow to find a pre-image). Creating two keys, one for
authentication, one as session key, provides forward secrecy.
Because DH is susceptible to MITMA, the devices need to
verify that their keys are equivalent. The unique key property
of DH guarantees with a very high probability, that is, if KA =
KB , there can be no attacker E with KEA = KA and KEB =



Fig. 6. Protocol: Diffie-Hellman key agreement followed by the exchange of sensor data via interlock

KB , and subsequently, no KSess
EA = KSess

A and KSess
EB =

KSess
B .
After DH keys are established, Alice and Bob encrypt their

IDs and magnetometer readings with the keys. Because inter-
lock is based on block ciphers, we reshape BAlice and BBob to
Block format of standard length as introduced in subsection
IV-E, getting a and b. For our authentication protocol, we
simply use the cipher block chaining (CBC) mode with a
random initialization vector (IV). The resulting ciphertexts c
and d are then split into two messages by concatenating the
first halves of cipher blocks into the first messages A1 and
B1, and the second halves into the second messages A2 and
B2. This ensures that the attacker cannot decrypt any of the
blocks or learn parts of the plain text messages.

After exchanging their messages a and b, Alice and Bob
verify the similarity between two sensor data. This is done by
using the pre-processing and correlation method described in
section IV. A threshold r0 is used to judge whether the device
pairing is successful.

D. Security Analysis
In the following, we analyse MagPairing tackling passive

attacks, MITM attacks, replay attacks and reflection attacks
respectively.

1) Passive Attacks: A passive attacker only eavesdropping
on the communications will not interrupt the key agreement
process. In this case, Alice and Bob can successfully generate
DH key and pass the authentication. The DH key is guaranteed
to be computational secure and will not be revealed to the
attacker.

2) MITM Attacks: It is known that MITM attack is achieved
by an attacker making independent keys KA, KB and connec-
tions with the victims and relaying messages between them.
This makes the victims believe that they are talking directly
to each other over a private connection. But in fact, the entire
conversation is controlled by the attacker. To remain unde-
tected, the attacker must pass the authentication. Normally, if
Alice encrypts the packet BAlice with the key KA, the attacker
can decrypt the packet by KA, re-encrypt the packet with the
key KB , and forward it to Bob.

However, this attack won’t succeed against interlock proto-
col, since the attacker cannot decrypt half-message as shown
in Fig. 5.

After the attacker receives half-message, she is left with
only two options: either to forward the original packets, or to
create packets on her own. In the former case, Alice and Bob
will be unable to decrypt the messages properly, because they
do not share the same key. In the latter case, the attacker must
guess the contents of the messages, and encrypt them with the
appropriate keys, before it has access to the actual messages.
When the messages sent by Alice and Bob have an entropy
of e bits, this leaves the attacker with a single 2−e chance of
correctness.

As a conclusion, what can a MITM attacker do is causing
the failure of device pairing, but MITM attacks can not
pass the authentication process and will be detected by our
protocol. Thus, the conversations will not be transmitted by
compromised keys and revealed to the attacker.

3) Replay Attacks: A smart MITM attacker may keep
the magnetometer readings in the first attempt. Then in the
second attempt, it may just replay the readings. However this
attack won’t succeed because there is no strong correlation
between consecutive measurements. What we make use of is
the random component in the readings, not the raw readings.
The randomness is induced by human motion and ambient
noise, which is not correlated temporally or spatially.

4) Reflection Attacks: A MITM attacker may reflect the
messages sent by Alice and Bob back to themselves. In this
way, Alice and Bob will receive their own sensor data, yielding
high correlations equaling to 1, and pass the correlation
check. However, this method won’t succeed and can be easily
detected by checking the ID of the message sender.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The correlation check in MagPairing can be modeled as a
hypothesis test:

H0 : No attack
H1 : There is an attack

where H0 and H1 are the null and alternative hypothesis,
respectively.

The performance of the hypothesis test is usually evaluated
by the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The
ROC curve plots the false alarm rate α against detection rate
β. The false alarm rate is the probability of assuming an
attack but there is actually no attack. The detection rate is the
probability of detecting the attack when the attack happens.



Our goal is to achieve high detection rate with low false alarm
rate.

According to the protocol implementation, we have

α = Pr(r ≤ r0|H0) =

∫
r≤r0

f0(r)dr

β = Pr(r ≤ r0|H1) =

∫
r≤r0

f1(r)dr

(18)

where f0 and f1 are the pdf of the sample correlation coeffi-
cient under null and alternative hypothesis, respectively. These
two pdfs are hard to obtain due to the unavailability of the
close-form expression for distribution of the sample correlation
coefficients. Even under Gaussian assumption, there is no
close form solution for the sample correlation coefficient given
the population correlation coefficient [23, 24]. Next, we will
numerically analyze the correlation and test the performance
of MagPairing.

In the simulation, we randomly generate Alice’s three di-
mensional magnetic field: Bfield

Alice(n) = B0
Alice+Bdisturb

Alice (n);
where B0

Alice is the mean net magnetic field, which is the sum
of all contributing fields: the Earth’s magnetic field, Alice and
Bob’s inside magnet’s field. Bdisturb

Alice (n) is the magnetic field
disturbance due to the collision of phones when tapping them
together and the user’s unintended shaking. According to our
experiments, We set B0

Alice at each direction to a uniform
distribution between [−400µT 400µT ]. We set Bdisturb

Alice (n)
at each direction to a zero mean Gaussian distribution with
the standard deviation of 40µT . Then, we generate a similar
magnetic field (but not exactly the same magnetic field since
their measurements do not take place at exactly the same spot)
Bfield

Bob (n) for Bob. We set the correlation coefficient ρ between
Bfield

Alice(n) and Bfield
Bob (n) to 0.9. Further, we assign to Bob a

face-to-face coordinate relationship with respect to Alice, and
introduce a deviation (because their coordinate relationship is
not exactly face-to-face due to their heterogeneous internal
coordinates and non-ideal user operations). The deviation is
introduced by a rotation at a random direction of a random
degree uniformly distributed between 0 to 20 degree. After
that, a random synchronization offset of less than 10 sample
points is added between Bfield

Alice(n) and Bfield
Bob (n).

The magnetometer readings are generated as follows:
BAlice(n) = Bfield

Alice(n)+w(n), BBob(n) = Bfield
Bob (n)+w(n);

where w(n) represent a zero-mean Gaussian noise. As intro-
duced in section V, Alice and Bob use standard Diffie-Hellman
key agreement protocol to generate a 128 bit key. Then, they
reshape their three dimensional sensor data to strings a, b and
exchange them by the interlock protocol.

1) False alarm rate: In this simulation, Alice and Bob
establish an identical key K. They use K to encrypt, exchange
and decrypt the sensor data (assuming no bit error in wireless
transmission).

2) Detection rate: In this simulation, we assume that DH
key agreement has been manipulated by a MITM attacker,
who generates two keys, one with Alice KA and one with
Bob KB separately. Alice (Bob) reshapes its magnetometer
readings to a (b), encrypt it with KA (KB) and send its first
half to Bob (Alice). The attacker intercepts the piece but it
cannot decrypt the content a (b) now. The attacker has no
other choice but to guess the content aA (bA) by generating a
random string with the same distribution as Alice (Bob). The

attacker then encrypts aA (bA) with KB (KA) and forwards
it to Bob (Alice). Then Alice (Bob) sends its second half to
Bob (Alice). This time, the attacker intercepts and gets both
halves; it decrypts the content a (b) now, encrypts the second
half of a (b) with KB (KA) and forward it to Bob (Alice).

After the sensor data exchange, Alice and Bob use the
method in section IV to pre-process the data and compute the
correlation. They use a threshold r0 to judge whether there is
an attacker.
A. Impact of SNR

We set SNR to 10dB, 5dB and 0dB respectively. We vary
r0 from 0 to 1 to draw the ROC curve. For each point, we
run the same simulation 10000 times to get the false alarm
rate and detection rate. In the simulation, the sensor data are
quantized to Bytes (8 bits), the number of effective Bytes at
each direction is Npoint = 20 (60 for all three directions).
Fig. 7 (left) shows that good performance is achieved even
with ultra low SNR (for SNR = 0, 90% detection rate with
7% false alarm rate).

B. Impact of the number of effective Bytes
We set Npoint to 30, 20 and 10, respectively. We fix SNR

to 5dB. We use the same method in previous subsection
to draw the ROC curve. Fig. 7 (middle) shows that good
performance is achieved even with ultra small Npoint (for
Npoint = 10, 95% detection rate with 2% false alarm rate).
Therefore, MagPairing requires a very short period of sensor
data capturing time. For example, assuming effective Bytes are
sampled at 10Hz, it only takes 2s to capture sufficient amount
of sensor data of Npoint = 20.

C. Correlation PDF
We numerically draw the probability density function (PDF)

of correlation with SNR = 5dB, Npoint = 20. The PDFs under
two conditions (no attacker, an attacker) are well separated,
and thus appropriate for threshold detection. When there is no
attacker, Alice and Bob have an average correlation of 0.78;
the correlations are more than 0.6 in most cases. When there
is an attacker, the average correlation decreases to 0.15; the
correlations are less than 0.4 in most cases.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented MagPairing and conduct experiments us-
ing two Google Nexus 5 smartphones running Android version
4.4.2 developed by Eclipse. As introduced in section V,
after triggering, two phones collect magnetometer readings
separately. Then, they use standard DH-protocol to establish
a shared key of 1024 bits (hash to 128 bits); where p is a
random prime number of 1024 bits, and g = 5. The sensor
data are encrypted split into two messages and exchanged
through Interlock protocol. Two phones decrypt sensor data,
pre-process (as introduced in section IV) and compute the
correlation r. We set the correlation threshold to r0 = 0.5
to judge whether device pairing is successful. There are 6
message transmissions during the whole device pairing process
as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 (left) shows the result of an experiment when we
tap two phones face to face as requested by MagPairing (less
than 1cm). In this case, r ≈ 0.7 > r0; thus the authentication
and device pairing succeeded as desired. Fig. 8 (right) shows
the result of an experiment when we separate two phones to



Fig. 7. Performance of MagPairing (left) impact of SNR (middle) impact of the number of effective Bytes at each direction Npoint (right) PDF of correlation

Fig. 8. Screen shot of MagPairing (left) two phones are tapped face to face
as requested (right) two phones are separated
perform the same experiment (about 20cm apart). In this case,
correlation decreases dramatically, due to the separation of
magnetometers r ≈ 0.05 < r0; thus the authentication and
device pairing failed as expected.

A. Sensor data correlation verification

In this experiment, we are aiming at verifying the similarity
of sensor data. We capture magnetometer readings on two
smartphones when they are tapping together and analyse the
data on a computer. Fig. 9 (a) shows the raw sensor data
BAlice, BBob at X direction. The two sequences have the
similar trends of rise and fall. It can be seen that the correlation
between raw data is not high, which is a normal phenomenon
as explained in section IV, and sensor data preprocessing is
needed. First, we perform synchronization and spatial align-
ment to get Bb

Alice, Bb
Bob as introduced in subsection IV-B

and IV-C. Fig. 9 (b) shows the preprocessed sensor data.
An obvious improvement on similarity is achieved. Next,
we remove the short-term mean value to get Bc

Alice and
Bc

Bob as introduced in subsection IV-D. Fig. 9 (c) shows
the preprocessed sensor data. It can be seen from the figure
that the two sequences look like zero mean random noises
with high similarity. The result confirms that magnetometer
readings on two smartphones are highly correlated when they
are close to each other. Authentication and key agreement can
be performed based on the sensor data. Finally, we use another
smartphone (10cm away from tapped ones) to eavesdrop the
sensor data. Fig. 9 (d) shows the sensor data collected by

Alice and a nearby attacker. The similarity is very low, which
confirms that the sensor data can be treated as a shared secret
between legitimate devices.

B. Usability test
In this experiment, we ask 6 different testers without any

prior training to implement MagPairing application. Each par-
ticipant is requested to naturally tap two smartphones together
20 times. We record their success rate and time consuming.

Table 1 shows the result. The success rates are more than
90% for all of the testers. The minimum, maximum, average
time consuming are 4.1 s , 5.9 s and 4.5 s. The result validates
that MagPairing is fast and easy to use in practice.

Tester Success Minimum Maximum Average
rate time time time

No. 1 95% 4.2s 5.9s 4.6s
No. 2 90% 4.1s 4.8s 4.4s
No. 3 90% 4.2s 4.9s 4.5s
No. 4 100% 4.2s 4.6s 4.4s
No. 5 90% 4.2s 4.9s 4.5s
No. 6 95% 4.1s 4.7s 4.4s

TABLE I
SUCCESS RATE AND TIME CONSUMING ON DIFFERENT TESTERS

VIII. DISCUSSION

Although we only implement MagPairing on two Google
Nexus 5 smartphones, the method is generally applicable to
various kinds of smartphones equipped with magnetometers.
MagPairing requires two smartphones are tapped together such
that their magnetometers are close to each other. However,
the location of magnetometer may varies from smartphone
to smartphone. In some cases, “face-to-face” may not be
the optimal choice to guarantee the proximity of two smart
phones’ inside magnetometers. Since MagPairing is designed
for ordinary users, the inner structure of smartphone must be
assumed unknown to the users.

To deal with the problem, we can develop an app that
stores the magnetometer location information for the various
popular smartphones on the market. Then two smartphones
can exchange this information before pairing and the user can
find out the best way to tap the smartphones.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have designed a reliable, fast and easy-to-use secure
device pairing scheme, MagPairing, by using magnetometers
on smartphones. Our method exploits the fact that smartphones
are equipped with tiny magnets. Highly correlated magnetic



Fig. 9. Captured magnetometer readings of x-direction on both smartphones (a) raw sensor data BAlice, BBob (b) synchronized and spatial aligned sensor
data Bb

Alice, Bb
Bob (c) pre-processed sensor data after mean value removed Bc

Alice, Bc
Bob (d) comparison with the sensor data of a nearby attacker

field patterns are produced when two devices are close to each
other.

Numerical analysis show that MagPairing achieves high
detection rate and low false alarm rate even under low
SNR or within a short period of sensor data capturing time.
We implemented MagPairing and conduct experiments using
two Google Nexus 5 smartphones. Concept proof experiment
confirms that magnetometer readings captured by two smart-
phones are highly correlated. Authentication and key agree-
ment can be performed based on the sensor data. Usability
experiment shows that MagPairing has a high success rate and
short total device paring time in practice. More investigation
on the usability and security strength of MagPairing used for
heterogeneous devices and under active attackers will be our
future work.
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